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‘Teams Posts’ Code of Conduct for Students 
 
 
 

The Posts feature of Microsoft Teams (henceforth called ‘Posts’) is an extremely useful form of 

communication between students and teachers, especially to support remote learning. 

However it is important that Posts is used correctly and appropriately. 

Students need to follow this Code of Conduct at all times when using Posts. Failure to do so will 

result in a loss of posting privileges, making it much harder for you to get help with your work. 

Persistent or severe infractions of this Code of Conduct will result in Behaviour logs as well as 

appropriate sanctions, as per the school Behaviour Policy. 

 

 
Non-negotiables 

 

 
• You should use appropriate classroom language when using Posts – swearing and/or hate 

speech has no place here 

• You should use Posts for school matters only – no personal chats! 

• You should not screenshot Posts or Teacher videos – please treat these as confidential 

• You should not use Posts to cyberbully other students – any such incidences will be dealt 

with as per the school Behaviour Policy 

• You should not repeatedly ‘spam’ Posts – this makes it really difficult for other students to 

find the help they need 

 

 
Aspirations 

 

 
• You should aim for correct SPAG in their Posts – no shorthand abbreviations or ‘text speak’ 

• You should look through the Posts for your class before posting to see if your question has 

already been asked by another student – this will save your time as well as the teacher’s 

time 

• You should refrain from the use of emojis/memes in Posts – these can be distracting at best 

and inappropriate at worst 

• If a Post angers you, you are advised to report it to a teacher and then wait 24 hours before 

responding – this will give you time to calm down 


